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Squirrel photobombs couple

Erin Bezovi CTV Edmonton Published Wednesday, August 10, 2016 7:03PM MDT Last updated Wednesday, August 10, 2016 9:41PM MDT An unexpected photo of the Edmonton couple, and a furry photobomber, does the rounds on social media. Kelin Flanagan and her fiance Spencer Taubner walk to Lake Helen in Banff National Park for their
engagement photos saturday morning as the storm began approaching. You could see clouds everywhere, Kelin said. We stopped and went back about a kilometer from the lake itself. That's when the couple and their photographers Marcin and Dorota Karpovich found ground squirrels swaying around and decided to stop for some photos. Photographers
told the couple to stay still for several minutes. We were just waiting for a nice moment,' Marcin explained. Someone left nuts there so we just waited until the squirrel picked up the nuts. As they took pictures, the squirrels continued to approach the couple. I think Marcin and Dorota were hoping we could get something in the frame, but we had no idea we
were going to end up with one of them stuffing faces right in front of the camera,' Flanagan said. The photo quickly began making bypasses on social media, and the couple's mothers initially didn't believe it was real. Both of them thought it was photoshopped. They didn't believe that was what really happened,' Flanagan said. The outdoors couple plans to
take their picture with the little guy part of their big day next month: I expect us to try to find some ways to turn it on everywhere. It was a lucky shot for Kelin and Spencer, but Parks Canada reminds visitors not to feed the wildlife. With files from Shanelle Kaul kind of more images of Squirrel stole the spotlight from photos of the couple's Edmonton
engagement in Banff on Saturday August 6. Courtesy: Marcin Karpovich HuffPost is part of Verizon Media. We and our partners will store and/or access information on your device using cookies and similar technologies to display personalized ads and content to measure advertising and content, audience statistics, and product development. Your personal
data that may be used Information about your device and internet connection, including your IP address Browsing and search activity when using Verizon Media websites and apps Exact location Learn more about how we use your information in our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy. To allow Verizon Media and our partners to process your personal data,
select I agree, or select Manage settings for more information and manage your choices. You can change your choice at any time by visiting privacy controls. Hands up, bulging cheeks, food properly presented on camera, if we didn't know better, we'd say this squirrel is perfecting its photobomb skills ahead of the big moment. When Dorota and Marcin with
BDFK Photos pressed shutter, months of training Off... Style Olympics. Ok, maybe it was a dramatic touch, but the photo is borderline unbelievable. Even the couple in the photo, Kelin Flanagan and Spencer Taubner, claimed their parents blamed them for Photoshop. But as Marcin and Dorota tell CTV News, it's 100% real, even if it wasn't entirely
spontaneous. They sat the couple down in front of this beautiful view in Banff National Park on their way back from a failed photo shoot due to bad weather. The place was wonderful, so they thought they would save a shot or two from the hike, but not before Kelin and Spencer sat down that squirrels started wobbling around them, getting the nuts that other
tourists remained. Someone left nuts there, Marcin says, so we just waited for the squirrel to pick up the nuts. They began firing from the images, shooting about 50 in all before the perfect photobomb materialized in front of them. The Karpovich couple shared a few more details about exactly how the photo was captured and post-processed in an interview
with the Huffington Post. The diaphragm was f/5.6 in order to see the pair kiss in a blur of light but still recognizable. [We] have also added sharpness to Lightroom/Photoshop in order to make protein pop more. We used Kodak Ektachrome film to tone down the colors. The little squirrel is so incredibly photogenic that the image immediately went viral once the
photo was shared on social media. For our money, this is one way more photogenic than the last viral protein photobomb back in 2009. To see more photos of Karpovic, go to the BDFK Photography website or let them follow Facebook and Instagram. And if you need a little stimulus, know that if you scroll back far enough across their canal, you'll find a cow
photobomb that occurred during another of their romantic photo shoots just last month. (via CTV news via DigitalRev) Image captions: A photograph of BDFK Photos and is used with permission. The only problem with choosing a great outdoors is like setting up for your romantic engagement shoot, well, great outdoors. And its inhabitants. Last week, Kelin
Flanagan and Spencer Taubner of Edmonton, Canada, began hiking on the side of a mountain next to Lake Helen in Banff National Park with their professional photographer in hopes of getting some really special photos right in the heart of nature. But as the storm clouds began to roll in, they decided it was time to pick a place off the trail and just start
clinging on. This is when squirrel Photobombing has completely stolen their thunder. They inadvertently stumbled upon an enclave of terrestrial proteins. The room was quite big and comfortable. Oh, sorry, not for everything. Imma just eat my nut here. Kelin told CBC: While we were focusing on looking attractive to the camera, one of the squirrels stuck on
his face right in front of the giant lens, leading to a beautiful picture. Not exactly a romantic kiss on mountains they were going to, but nevertheless memorable. So perfect, in fact, was the picture that the couple's families didn't believe it was real. When we showed it to our parents, both my mom and Spencer's mom initially thought it was Photoshopped,' Kelin
explained. They thought we were just joking. They were a little more impressed when we told them what really happened and that it wasn't staged. They were just lucky that the squirrel immediately picked up what they wanted to achieve through shooting. He looks very intense and very emotional about the situation, so I can say he really cares about what we
were trying to do, Kelin said. * Squirrel nods sagely somewhere deep in the woods*. READ MORE: Squirrel comes to the window to be saved from fox MORE: This couple did an engagement photo shoot at Costco because the true love of mass buying toilet paper Is Nuts! This happy couple got more than they bargained for - when their engagement shooting
was photobombed by SQUIRREL. Wedding photographer Marcin Karpovich and his wife Dorota, both 39, were taken a series of romantic snaps for the newly married couple in Banff National Park, in Alberta, Canada. PIC BY CATERS NEWS – Wedding photographer Marcin Karpovich and his wife Dorothea. As they snapped passionate photos of the loved-
up couple, the frame snuck the border as it wobbled on some nuts. PIC MARCIN AND DOROTA KARPOVIC/CATERS NEWS - As they snapped passionate photos of the loved-up couple, the sly squirrel snuck into the shot as he slumbed on some nuts. Marcin said: I wanted to frame the couple in nature - I planned to focus on the rocks, and have the couple
kiss in the background. PIC BY MARCIN AND DOROTA KARPOWICZ/CATERS NEWS – romantic footage of a newly married couple in Banff National Park, in Alberta, Canada. But as I prepared to take a picture, the squirrel suddenly popped into the frame. When we looked back at the photos, we were so happy that we had a cute squirrel beautifully framed
with kissing couples. A highland cow rejected by the rest grew thought it was a dog - after its owners picked it up inside the family home. Cattle Ow... read more&gt;&gt; In these pictures, the perfect shots show the incredible moment a photographer captures the chameleon's tail perfectly coiled around the sun. Once in ... read more&gt;&gt; Who knew that
after all the madness your dog was shaking after the bath, reassessing you and your entire bathroom, that the end result could be so cute? J... Read also&gt;&gt; This lion looks less the king of the jungle, more Amy LION-house – as a cheerful timed image, it seems, will give her the perfect hive for hair. Pm... read more&gt;&gt; These touching images of a
cat born without a nasal bone prove that looking different can still be magical. In the photo it is interesting to look into c... read more&gt;&gt; This funny little owl giggles to itself as it sits next to its stone-faced brother - which certainly isn't Captured By Captured Sapre, 28, is... read more&gt;&gt; It may look like they're fighting to the death - but these cubs are
just playing wrestling as they go head-to-head. Two browns to be... read more&gt;&gt; selfie-loving saltwater crocodile captured the opportunity to strike a pose for terrified tourists when it jumped straight out of Australia's J... read more&gt;&gt; more details&gt;&gt;
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